Generating Testable “Questions”

Directions: Write a testable question for each of the investigation ideas, below. Refer back to your “Testable Questions Notes” to be sure that your questions fulfill the 7 suggestions we discussed in class.

1. You want to figure out how many pine cones are on different heights of a pine tree.

2. You want to know whether or not a McDonald's super-sized fry has more fries in it than a large fry.

3. You want to know whether or not people can taste the difference between different colored M & M's.

4. You want to know if people purchase more red cars than green cars.

5. You want to know what type paper towel to purchase to absorb the most liquid, Bounty or Brawny.

6. Make up 3 of your own questions for new experiments you’d like to try.

   a)

   b)

   c)